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ˆToo little money makes people desperate; too much money makes people greedy˜ ˘ Aristotle
In order to retire well, without worrying about running out of money, you must figure out how
There is a cool story that illustrates this.

A few years ago, a very rich businessman decides to take a vacation to a small tropical island

So on the first day, he has his breakfast and heads to the beach. It´s around 9:30 am. There h
ˆDon´t worry˜, says the fisherman, ˆThere´s still plenty of fish out there.˜

Dumbfounded, the businessman asks the fisherman why he didn´t continue catching more fish. The

ˆI´ll spend the rest of the day playing with my family, talking with my friends and maybe drin

Now the rich businessman figures he needs to teach this peasant fisherman a thing or two. So h

The businessman feels pleased that he´s helped teach this simple fellow how to become rich. Th

It´s a simple story, but depending on the lifestyle you want ˘ you may be closer to retirement
Here is a basic formula you can use to help you calculate how much you really need to retire:

Total current income (your salary) ˘ taxes ˘ work expenses ˘ all debt interest (be debt free b
Figure this out then come check out ways you can start making this figure consistently.

Thanks for reading,
Your Rich Cousin
(Author and Business Success Story) Get the free e-book that got me started and helped me star
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